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ABSTRACT:
The work from our laboratory in the last three decades has provided much impetus for the current recognition and acceptance
of the importance of context/microenvironment and extracellular matrix (ECM) in regulation of gene expression, and has
underscored the plasticity of both the differentiated state and tumors. I will discuss why and how we developed, and use, 3dimensional models of normal mammary gland and mammary tumors from both mice and humans to understand breast
cancer, and will present recent work, shedding light on why tissue and organ architecture should become also a parameter in
cancer research, and how architecture can regulate tissue-specificity as well as the plasticity of tumors. I will also discuss newer
and more complex models we have developed to understand metastasis and dormancy and a screen that has allowed us to
discover a new class of ‘oncogenes’ in the EGFR/PI3 Kinase. We have shown a mechanism to underscore the model of dynamic
reciprocity and how the ECM and basement membrane signal to nucleus, via intricate interactions with nuclear actin to provide
cell and tissue quiescence, our new discoveries of unique functions for MMPs which may explain why anti-MMP therapies
failed, and discovery of a novel movement through kinetic imaging of how a unit of tissue function in the mammary gland (an
acinus) is formed in the normal breast, lost in malignancy and reformed by controlling the microenvironment and restoring
tissue context and architecture. We suggest these concepts and models have profound implications for diagnosis, prognosis,
drug resistance, dormancy and therapy of cancer.
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